
Publication Ethics and Malpractice Statement 

 

 

Journal “Russian Universities Reports. Mathematics” (Vestnik Rossiyskikh 
Universitetov. Matematika)  is a peer-reviewed scientific and theoretical journal 
where articles on mathematics and its applications containing new mathematical 
results and reviews highlighting modern condition of current problems of 
mathematics are published. The journal is intended for a wide range of specialists in 
the field of mathematics, as well as for research scholars and students applying 
mathematical methods to the natural sciences, technics, economics, humanities. 

The journal publishes articles on various areas and branches of mathematics (algebra 
and logic, geometry and topology, functional analysis, differential equations, 
optimization and control, probability theory and mathematical statistics, 
computational methods, etc.), its applications. 

The journal has both print and electronic versions (ISSN 2686-9667, e’ISSN 2782-
3342). All the information concerning aims and scope of the journal, its publication 
ethics and policy, the editorial board, etc., can be found on the Web site of the journal. 

Editorial office of the journal “Russian Universities Reports. Mathematics” strives for 
full and comprehensive compliance with the ethical standards adopted by the 
international scientific community, follows in its activities  the recommendations and 
standards of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE), takes into account the 
valuable experience of reputable international journals and publishers, in particular, 
Elsevier publisher (Elsevier Guidelines on the Ethics of Scientific Publishing).  

 

  

Peer-review process  

 

The editorial office accepts manuscripts in the Russian or English language. All 

submitted manuscripts undergo the double blind peer-review process as the most 

consistent with the standards of publication ethics.  
 

After checking for plagiarism, the editorial board sends the article to two reviewers 

who are recognized experts on the subject of peer-reviewed materials and have had 

publications on the subject of the reviewed article for the last 3 years. Reviewers 

within two months make a conclusion about the possibility of publication of the 

article, the need for its revision or rejection. Reviewers are prohibited from making 

copies of manuscripts for their own needs and giving part of the manuscript for review 

to another person without the permission of the editorial board. Copies of reviews 

with a reasoned conclusion on the article are provided to the author(s) by e-mail. The 

review is conducted confidentially, is closed, the review is provided to the author of 

the manuscript without specifying the surname, position, place of work and signature 

of the reviewer. Based on the reviewers' opinion, the editorial board of the journal 

decides on the publication, referral for revision, or rejection of the manuscript. After 

making a decision on publication, the editorial board determines the order of 

publications depending on the subject of the journal issues, as well as taking into 

account the timing of receipt of the manuscript to the editorial office. 

http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/
http://publicationethics.org/
https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/publishing-ethics
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/review-rules.html


 

If the manuscript is returned for revision, the author can submit the article again with 

a cover letter, a response to the reviewer about the changes made for re-review. The 

editorial board does not keep manuscripts that are not accepted for publication. The 

original reviews are kept in the editorial office of the journal for 5 years.  When 

choosing a reviewer, the editorial board strives to avoid conflicts of interest between 

the parties involved in the review process due to joint participation in financial, 

official, scientific or other activities.  
   

Ownership and management  

 

The establisher and publisher of the journal is Derzhavin Tambov State University     
(33 Internatsionalnaya st., Tambov 392000, Russian Federation, tel. +7(4752)72-34-
40, e-mail: post@tsutmb.ru).  
 

The journal is registered by the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, 
Information Technology and Mass Media (Roskomnadzor), extract from the register 
of registered mass media (register entry dated July 3, 2019 ПИ no. ФС77-76133). 

 

Governing body/Editorial team/contact information  

 

General guidance on formation and publication of the journal is provided by the 

editorial board. Editor-in-chief of the journal is Evgeny Semenovich Zhukovskiy,  

Doctor of Physics and Mathematics, Professor, Director of Research Institute of 

Mathematics, Physics and Informatics of Derzhavin Tambov State University. 
 

The members of the editorial board are recognized experts in the fields covered by 

the scope of the journal. The full names and affiliations of the members as well as 

those of the journal’s editors are provided on the journal’s Web site, on the Editorial 

board page. The contacts for the editorial office, including full address, are given at 

the Contacts page.  

  

Copyright and licensing   

All content of the journal is distributed on license CC BY 4.0. According to it, authors 
save the rights on their articles, but agree that everybody may download, reuse, 
reprint, distribute and/or copy them if their authorship is indicated. Authors save the 
right to make other agreements about non-exclusive distribution of a version of their 
published work (for example, its distribution in university repository, publication in 
the book, and translation to the other language) with link to its original publication in 
the journal. According to the classification of SHERPA/RoMEO, the journal is one of 
so-called “green” journals. Authors may archive pre-prints and post-prints of their 
works. Authors have the right to share their work in the Internet (for example, in 
university repository or on personal website).  
 

The publication of the article means Copyright © for the author(s), but they cannot 
get the fee for it. 
  

The authors give the Publisher, Derzhavin Tambov State University, the permission 
for the use of the transferred materials in the journal in the following ways: 

http://eng.tsutmb.ru/
mailto:post@tsutmb.ru
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/upload/vest/Vypiska-matem.pdf
https://tsutmb.ru/about/str/texnopark/nii_matematiki_fiziki_informatiki/zhukovskiy/
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/editorials.html
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/editorials.html
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/contacts-mathematics-en.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.ru
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/index.php


publication, reproduction, distribution, bringing the work to the public by posting on 
the Internet, public display, as well as translation into foreign languages. The authors 
have the right to use all materials in their subsequent publications provided that the 
reference to the publication in the journal “Russian Universities Reports. 
Mathematics” is made. This information is indicated in the section Guide for authors 
of the journal’s Web site. 
 
Author fees  

The journal is published at the expenses of the publisher. Publication in the journal is 
free for authors (there are no fees for preparation, placement and printing of 
materials). The editorial office does not enter into correspondence with authors on 
the methods of writing and formatting scientific articles and does not refine the 
articles to the required scientific and methodic level. The journal does not provide 
paid services. The authors do not get paid for articles published in the journal. All this 
is indicated in the section Guide for authors on the journal’s Web site.  

  

Process for identification of and dealing with allegations of research misconduct  

 

The editors take reasonable steps to identify and prevent the publication of papers 

where research misconduct has occurred (see Publication Ethics and Rules for 

Authors).  Every article is checked to prevent illegal borrowings from the other works 

(plagiarism), multiple and redundant publication (including translation of the 

publication from foreign languages). For preventing plagiarism, editorial board 

uses the system Antiplagiat. Article with illegal borrowings from the other works 

(plagiarism), features of multiple and redundant publication (including 

autoplagiarism) is unacceptable. Such an article is to be rejected without peer-review. 

Authors may send to the journal articles published on pre-prints server system, but 

not published earlier in other journals. If the article is published, and then it is noticed 

that it has illegal borrowings from the other works (plagiarism) or it is redundant, the 

editor refers to the flow charts of the Committee on Publishing Ethics (COPE) to 

withdraw the article. 
 

The part of reused text (text from the other author’s work) in the manuscript  
submitted to the journal should not be more than 15 % from the length of the article 
(without References). Repeated use of the text can be made only for including 
necessary terms, formulations of basic principles, and etc. so the reader can 
understand the article without additional resources. In this case, repeated use of the 
text cannot be understood as autoplagiarism. If the authors consider it necessary to 
acquaint the reader with the materials close to the subject of the article or remaining 
outside the scope of the article, they can provide sufficiently complete references in 
which the interested reader can find these materials. 
 

Publication Ethics  

 

The journal follows the policies on publishing ethics guided by the recommendations 

and standards of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE).  The duties and 

http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/author-guidelines.html
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/author-guidelines.html
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/ethics.html
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/author-guidelines.html
http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/author-guidelines.html
https://tsutmb.antiplagiat.ru/
http://publicationethics.org/resources/flowcharts
http://publicationethics.org/
http://publicationethics.org/


responsibilities of editors, authors, and reviewers are outlined in detail on the 

journal’s Web site, in the Publication ethics  section. 

 

Publishing schedule  

 

The journal releases a new issue every 3 months, so the publication frequency is  
4 issues per year (in March, June, September, and December). 
 

Print edition is 1000 copies. 

 

Access and archiving 

 

The journal follows the policy of Open Access Journals. All publications of the journal 
in electronic form are distributed free of charge and without restrictions. 

All content of the journal is distributed in accordance with the Creative Commons 

Attribution 4.0 license (CC BY) . The journal provides the right to read, 
save, copy, distribute, print, search and make links to the full texts of materials with 
the obligatory indication of their author(s) and the journal “Russian Universities 
Reports. Mathematics”. The correct reference to a specific publication is placed in 
each article of the journal both in Russian and in English. 

The author has the right to archive (upload) the version of the article (PDF-file) placed 
on the journal’s website and upload it to any open access repositories. 

By decision of the editorial board and the publisher, all content of the journal 
accepted for publication and/or published before January 1, 2017 is also distributed 
under the CC BY 4.0 license. 

Free full-text electronic versions of the issues of scientific and theoretical journal 
“Russian Universities Reports. Mathematics”, abstracts and keywords for all scientific 
articles and reviews can be found in open access on Russian and English languages at 
platforms of  Scientific Electronic Library eLIBRARY , Electronic Library CyberLeninka , 
on the All-Russian mathematical portal Math-Net.Ru, EBSCO database and on the 
journal’s Web site in section Issues . 

 

Revenue sources  

 

The journal is published at the expenses of the publisher, Derzhavin Tambov State 
University.  Publication in the journal is free for authors. All publications of the journal 
in electronic form are distributed free of charge, in print – via subscription. 

 

Advertising   

 

The journal does not publish or place on the journal’s Web site any advertisements.  

 

The information provided about the publisher and the journal is full and truthful.  

http://journals.tsutmb.ru/mathematics-en/ethics.html
https://www.elsevier.com/about/open-science/open-access/open-access-journals
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